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and more…



SmartWork?

 Dynamic Correspondence Management Solution
 Flexible Routing Configuration
 Customizable Metadata
 Customizable Reports
 Less Training Involved

 OpenText Module Integrations
 OpenText Content Server (documents, forms, workflows)
 OpenText Enterprise Scan
 OpenText Records Management
 OpenText Electronic Signature (plugin)
 Brava! for Content Server (plugin)



SmartWork Landscape

Cloud, On Premise (Windows, RedHat)



Basic vs. Extended

Basic Extended
 Enterprise Scan Integration
 Brava! Integration
 Electronic Signature Integration
 Basic Reporting
 Barcode TIFF
 Analytics
 Security Clearance
 Automatic Escalation
 Automatic Reference Generation
 Instant Notification
 Outlook Integration
 Inbox Classification and 

Advanced Filters
 Content Circulation
 Content Type Prerequisites
 Ad-hoc Workflows
 Workflow Map Extensions

Basic +

 Records Management 
Integration
 Auto-classification
 Retention Schedule

 Physical Objects Integration
 PO Item Creation
 PO Locations

 Extended Reports
 Barcode PDF
 Document Templates
 Integrated Imaging



SmartWork Features

 Responsive Interface
The Web-based UI reacts to the amount of
available space and tempts to think about
just your desktop, phone or tablet.

 Barcode Generation
You can generate barcode to label
documents and track their circulation
across the organization. You can also
stamp barcode on scanned content.

 Multiple barcode types



SmartWork Features

 Executive Interface
The Web-based UI can be switched to
Executive mode. Less clicks are needed to
read document and finish work.



SmartWork Features

 Integrated
Imaging

You can edit scanned
content and add a
variety of
annotations; scan
additional pages, re-
organize pages,
recognize content
(OCR) and mark-up
your document with
shape annotations
and rubber stamps.



SmartWork Features

 Embedded Analytics
Key Performance Indicators provide facts about running and
completed work, late and executing assignments and you can compare
results on the fly.



SmartWork Features

 Embedded Analytics – Interactive Dashboard
Graphical analysis of running workflows, completed workflows, late
workflows, late tasks and others…

Graphical 
Presentation

Tabular 
Presentation

Historical 
Analysis



SmartWork Features

 Automatic Classification
The user assignments and
managed workflows are
automatically classified by their
type whether Incoming, Outgoing,
Memo, etc…
 Instant Notification
You will be instantly notified 
about new assignments 
coming to your inbox. You 
can also configure the inbox 
refresh rate to control when 
the new assignments will 
show in your interface.

 Sound notification upon 
receiving new assignments



SmartWork Features

 Dynamic Intake
Power users can design the workflow package and map using Content
Server. Users will be able to consume the predefined configuration
such as task dispositions, task permissions and assigned attributes
and forms.

 Type-ahead User Selection
 HTML based Comment Editor
 Security on Attributes



SmartWork Features

 UI Enhancements
Type-ahead for user fields. You can select users to distribute assignments
with autocomplete preview as you type the name of the user. User can use
preconfigured data filters to quickly retrieve their assignments.

 Data can be filtered based 
on any attribute

 Respects task 
configuration such as Max 
Rows and Field Type



SmartWork Features

 UI Enhancements
You can browse your organization graphically.
The organization chart introduces how your
organized is structured and who is the leader of
each department.

 Can be synchronized with 
Active Directory

 Full integration with Content 
Server Community

Company A



SmartWork Features

 Security Clearance
Based on granted privileges, you can select the security profile predefined
by your organization. The Security Clearance replaces existing content
security and grants custom access to groups.

 Replace existing Security 
with a Single-Click

 Automate Security based on 
security level



SmartWork Features

 Dynamic Data and Data Filters
You can select the display layout based on your interest. The
SmartView allows you to populate and filter specific data columns
based on the workflow type.

 Global configuration for 
displayable columns

 Advanced search filters: 
Late, Follow-up, New



SmartWork Features

 Flexible Reports
You can use a variety of prompts or filters before you run a report. The
administrator can assign what reports you can run.

 More than 12 
Input Prompts…

 Required Report 
filters

 Replacement tags 
such as 
@myself/@



SmartWork Features

 Relations
You can add/remove relations between correspondence. The relation
allows to refer to an existing content or workflows during the
execution of the assignment.

 Copy attributes to new 
workflow

 Link documents to new 
workflow



SmartWork Features

 Physical Content Circulation
Correspondence may include a physical package. You can track the
movement of the correspondence and print Delivery and Receipt
reports.



SmartWork Features

 Physical Content Management
Correspondence may include a physical content that need to be
stored in your organization warehouse.



SmartWork Features

 Automatic Reference Generation
The solution can generate a unique reference for each instantiated
workflow using pre-configured settings. Prefix and suffix can be
added to the reference to make it more comprehensive.

Date Workflow Attributes Constants

Day – Month – Year

@DateD/@

@DateM/@

@DateY/@

@AttributeName/@ Any alphanumeric constants

Prefix ID

Length

Suffix Example

Q8-IN- 5 -@DateM/@@DateY/@ Q8-IN-00017-0817

URC - @Project/@ -

@ProjectID/@ - @Department/@ 

- @Document Type/@

3 -@DateM/@@DateY/@ URC – ASW – 120 – FD –

MOU015 - 0817



SmartWork Features

 Automatic Escalation
The system administrator can configure the automatic escalation
rules. These include the idle time the system should wait before
escalating late tasks and the tasks that should be escalated.

 Out of Office configuration by user



SmartWork Features

 Ad-hoc Workflows
You can easily create your own workflows and decide the next
assignees and due duration. You can design your workflows on the fly
using Smart Wizard interface.

 Serial vs. Parallel steps
 Review & Delegate authorities
 Unlimited number of steps
 Dynamic Attributes definition



SmartWork Features

 Content Type Prerequisites
You can define document requirements for each workflow. You can
configure the task that requires to validate that the needed documents
are added to the workflow before moving to next tasks.



SmartWork Features

 Content Server Integrations
Integrated with Enterprise Scan, Electronic Signature and Brava! You
can use native features provided by the Content Server such as View
as Web Page, Browsing Folders, Workflow Maps, Workflow Forms,
Search Templates, Categories and more…



SmartWork Features

 Dual Language
You can use English or Arabic interface. You can default the language
you prefer to use and it will accompany you on whatever device you
may use.

 Localized Metadata
 Additional Languages



Task Package - Attachments

 Users can scan and import (Drag & Drop) necessary documents to a
running workflow. A built-in Viewer is available on the Attachments.

 Add-on (Annotate & Redact)
 Drag & Drop 
 Mobility (Capture & Gallery)
 Email to Internal and External 

Recipients
 Convert to PDF



Task Package - Attachments

 Global Function Menu vs. Document Function Menu

 Scan new documents
 Open documents with Brava!

Plugin
 Import new documents
 Delete documents
 Email Documents (internal users

vs. external users)

 View document
 Edit document online
 Generate barcode
 Download document
 Read information
 Read history
 Convert to PDF (Word, PowerPoint)
 Open document with Brava! Plugin
 Set Security on a document
 Delete document
 Add relation to running workflow instances

 Respects attachment volume 
predefined permissions

 Respects permissions 
assigned on document level



Task Package - Attachments

 Integration with MS Outlook

 Attach email messages directly to running workflows
 Verify other attachments related to running workflows
 Rename selected messages during upload



Task Package - Relation

 Relation allows linking existing documents to running workflows and
vice versa. It helps to prevent Content Duplication across the repository.

 Function Menu
 Folder Navigation
 Direct vs. Indirect Relation Types



Task Package - Comments

 Comments are suggestions and/or remarks added by Workflow
participants. They are Collaborative instructions that can be appended to
the workflow while performing tasks.

 Comments can be 
secured on task level



Task Package - History

 The History is a Comprehensive presentation of the Workflow Definition.
It shows specific details about tasks, their Types, Start and Completion
dates and their orders.

 Ability to send Email Reminder 
for executing tasks

 Discoverable by authorized 
people



Task Package - Map

 Map allows users to visually track the workflow through its lifecycle.
Tasks being Executed show in GREEN while Completed Tasks show in
BLUE.

 Content Server 
management features 
available with the plugin 
(Re-assign Task)



Task Package - Tracker

 The Tracker logs all activities related to a Workflow such as Approval,
Rejection, Delegation, Review, Reminder, etc… It also logs the time
elapsed to execute each activity.



Task Package - Form

 Customizable Electronic Forms are accessible to Task assignees. HTML
Views can be designed as required.



Workflow Manager

 Workflows are accessible to Managers and Initiators. Both can manage
and monitor the workflows from Initiation to Archiving stages.



Correspondent Database

 Document
Distribution through
Internal Notification
Center

 Selection of
Correspondent
using Attribute
Lookup

 Connect to existing Correspondent Database using Secure Database
Lookups

Correspondent List



Integrated Administration

 Restricted Access to Content Server System Administrators.



Integrated Administration

 Control of User Provided Features

 Drag & Drop restrictions
 Barcode Settings
 User Display options
 Assignments Display 

Control
 Recursive Relations
 Notification Control 



Online Help


